Royalton Memorial Library
Summer Reading Program 2020
Imagine Your Story

Royalton Memorial Library asks you to take part in a read-along activity that will have individuals create their own stories to accompany Dr. Seuss’s “Oh, The Places You’ll Go.” Those that take part in the event are asked to either read “Oh, The Places You’ll Go” or visit our Youtube channel to follow along with our own reading of the story.

Those participating will then be asked to illustrate their own story in the style of Dr. Seuss, about the different places that they have been and all of the places that they wish to go! Follow along with the guide below to figure out to create their own story in the style of Dr. Seuss’s “Oh, The Places You’ll Go.”

Individuals will be asked to think about all of the great things that you have seen or wish to see; remember the people that are important to you now - and that maybe you wish to meet; talk about all of the great things you have accomplished now and some of the goals that you have for yourself in the future. You should then make a list or write a story about each topic. Follow up the writings with an illustration in the style of Dr. Seuss, his style can be seen below and in the text. After ‘Your Story’ is written and illustrated - it will be compiled, edited, and eventually published by Joyce Amsden in a book for families to take home.
Dialogue and illustrations are to surround these following topics:

Feature some of the awesome goals you have accomplished and Goals you wish to pursue in the future? (Possibly illustrate you winning a team sport, getting stellar grades, building or creating something crazy. You could be the next person on the moon, or perhaps the next person to climb Mount Everest. Maybe you want to try your hand at breaking some world records? Goals can also be very personal too; there is no limit - big or small - on what you can set your sights towards! )
Then draw some of the greatest sights you’ve seen and wish to see. (Think about the cool things you have seen; like exotic fish, a space shuttle taking off, or maybe a cool piece of art. Those could be things that you wish to see as well.)
Next – talk about and illustrate some of the people and friends in your life that are important to you now, and somebody that you wish to meet. (Ideas on who to meet: maybe an artist, actor, politician, author, musician. Maybe a superhero? Extraterrestrials? Who knows?!)
Places you have travelled or want to travel. (Are there any places that you have been that are really important to you? Do you have a river or lake that important that you frequent that is important to you? Maybe you have been to a different state, or even a different country. It could be that you wish to become a traveler one day, or have somewhere very cool that you wish to visit. The world is big and has many destinations to visit.)
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